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RESUME  

 

Douw G Steyn 

3 Eben Enslin Street, Jan Kempdorp, 8550, South Africa. 

Email: us@ebizplan.net  

Contact numbers: mobile (+27) 71 670 5883 

Career profile 

I have excellent knowledge of business management, management consulting, sales and 

marketing, organisational development, retail management and Internet marketing, 

agriculture research, and animal science. I am the author and co-author of several scientific 

and popular articles in journals and the agriculture press and have also completed a number 

of business- and marketing plans for paying customers. And, I am a Blogger of note… 

My website is www.ebizplan.net  

Professional strengths 

 Good use of grammar (English and Afrikaans); 

  In-depth knowledge of online research with good analytical knowledge; 

 Well-developed knowledge of consumer behaviour, strategic marketing, 

organisational development, general management and animal science. 

 Target oriented and ability to perform tasks within limited period of time; 

 Change agent with proven success record. 

Technical skills 

 Expert in digital marketing – strategy, implementing and measuring; 

 Expert in strategic business management and planning; 

 Experienced blog writer, SEO practitioner and CRM manager. 

 

mailto:us@ebizplan.net
http://www.ebizplan.net/
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My qualifications 

1. Honours BCom Marketing, Unisa. 2004. 

2.  BBA, Unisa. 2002. 

3.  BTech Agric Animal Production, TUT. 1996. 

4. NDipTech Agric Animal Research, TUT. 1983. 

5. Advance Program in Organisational Development, Unisa. 2005. 

6. Course in Business Psychology & Human Behaviour, Unisa. 2004. 

7. Course in the Introduction to Retailing (with distinction), Unisa. 2011. 

8. Course in Retail Buying, Unisa. 2012. 

9. Bookkeeping till Trial Balance, Damelin. 2007. 

10.  Course in Web Writing, SA Writers’ College (with distinction), 2012. 

11. The basics of Future Writing Course, SA Writers’ College (with distinction), 2016. 

12. Course in Retail Marketing and Merchandising (with distinction), Unisa, 2017 

My career 

1. Trade head: Lucerne Marketing GWK 

October 2008 – present. 

Sourcing and selling of Lucerne hay to buyers in the animal feed market c. 45 000 ton/year. 

2. Owner: Digital Outcomes CC 

June 2005 – September 2008 

Management consulting business - business and marketing plans for paying customers. 

3. Branch manager: Northmec Pty Ltd 

October 2002 – May 2005 

Manage branch in Standerton: agriculture machinery sales, parts and workshop. 

4. Business unit manager: Kynoch Feeds 

April 2000 – April 2002 

5. Technical representative: Hoechst Roussel Vet 

January 1997 – March 2000 

6. Senior animal research technician: Agricultural Research Council 

January 1980 – December 1996 
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My current business 

Blog owner: EBizplan.net (www.ebizplan.net) – blog about starting a businesses. 

Personal details 

Born: 07 October 1959; Married; drivers licence code 08 

References 

Will be available on request. 

SAMPLE OF WRITING – DOUW G STEYN 

Crossing the digital threshold – adding Clicks to Bricks for sustainable retail 

outcomes 

Douw G Steyn 

The word ‘normal’ no longer has a place in the vocabulary of retailers around the world. The advent 

of the internet has caused a revolution in the retail industry with customers doing their shopping 

online at the expense of their neighbourhood retailers. As revolutions go, it started out slowly, but 

the adoption of innovative digital technology and the rolling out of broadband mobile connectivity 

have caused the retail revolution to spectacularly, and exponentially get out of control.  

Big and small retailers are closing shop and shopping centres stand empty because of the online 

migration by their customers. The high street in London has an oversupply of retail space and 

shopping centres have run out of ideas on how to lure customers back. “For retailers, the space race 

is over! Because of the multichannel landscape, ‘clicks’ are just as important, if not more important, 

than ‘bricks,’” says Robert Chapman Chartered Surveyor and Director, Robert Chapman & Company. 

In spite of the perceived threat that the online channel poses to traditional retailers, it may offer a 

huge opportunity.  

There is a saying, ‘if you can’t beat them, join them’.  The key to this in the retail sector lies in multi-

channelling. Traditional retailers or ‘Bricks and Mortar’ retailers who added an online channel to 

their business, becoming ‘Bricks and Clicks’ retailers, are surviving and doing well. But what exactly is 

multichannel retailing and how can retailers communicate with customers online? 

Reaching customers in different ways 

http://www./
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Multichannel retailing is the use of more than one channel to sell products or communicate with 

customers. The channels can either be physical such as ‘Bricks and Mortar’ shops, catalogues, and/or 

kiosks; or virtual, such as online shops, mobile app stores and catalogues. Vanheems and Kelly 

investigated consumer behaviour and found that the use of multiple channels in retailing is effective 

for reaching more customers, selling more products, and making more profits (International Journal 

of Integrated Marketing Communications, 2009, 1(2):44-56). Research by Kwon and Jain found that 

consumers in the retail industry value multichannel retailing since they have more options where 

they can shop and make purchases (Journal of Marketing Channels, 2009, 16:149-168). Although 

multichannel retailing is not a new business practice, the online retail channel has revived it. Digital 

innovations, broadband connectivity, mobility and computer savvy consumers have revolutionised 

retail industries globally.  

 

Meet your ‘new’ customer – the online shopper 

 

The internet has helped to empower traditional retail customers to become what we now call 

‘online shoppers’. Online shoppers are dynamic, hands-on, mobile and interactive users of the 

internet.  The internet offers them quick access to a variety of products and prices, anywhere at any 

time. They find it easy to pay for products and the delivery is conveniently at their place of choice. It 

is therefore unsurprising that online retail continues to grow exponentially. The exponential growth 

of online retail sales in the United Kingdom from 1998 to 2015 is shown in Figure 1. A staggering 20% 

of UK retail sales for February 2016 were done via the internet (Internet Retailing). The customers 

have crossed the digital threshold, but what about the retailers? 
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Figure 1. Online retail sales in the United Kingdom from 1998 to 2015 Source: 

(http://www.statista.com/statistics/315506/online-retail-sales-in-the-united-kingdom/) 

 

The impact of online retailing on ‘Bricks and Mortar’ retailers 

 

As shoppers are entertained with more innovative apps to enhance their online shopping 

experience, many ‘Bricks and Mortar’ retailers are still in the denial phase of their self-imposed 

digital nightmare. Some commentators are, however, seeing the writing on the wall: “The fun of 

going to shopping malls, department stores, and stand-alone locations may soon be a thing of the 

past. ‘Bricks and Mortar’ stores are in danger of dying out completely and it has been happening 

little by little over the past decade,” says Danny Cox in reaction to the closure of 15% of the giant 

retailer Macy’s physical shops in the United States as they move their business to the internet. Small 

retailers are following the big retailers by adding the internet to their business models. 

 

Adding an online channel to their physical business has helped small retailers to remain open 

because local people or people somewhere nearby use the retailer’s website as a tool. “What the 

most successful retailers are doing is making the experience more seamless between online and 

traditional,” says Mark Glissendorf, Senior Vice President Multimedia/Operations at Lawrence and 

Schiller. Customers are now consulting websites to see if products are in stock and how the prices 

compare with that of other retailers.  ‘Bricks and Clicks’ retailers need to be present on the internet. 

How and where retailers communicate with their customers online will be discussed next. 

 

Communicating with your customers online 

 

Nothing can be more frustrating for ‘Bricks and Clicks’ retailers than, having spent thousands of rand 

and many hours creating a website, to realise that they are not found on the internet. Adrienne 

LaFrance, writing for The Atlantic, puts the vastness of the internet in perspective: “Although there 

are more than one billion websites on the internet, the vast majority of them are never seen”. Once 

a visitor has found your website, it is important that she enjoys the experience and clicks on the 

site’s link to complete the transaction. She may also be an online advocate for your business by 

telling her Facebook friends or the public about her great shopping experience.  However, the 

opposite may happen if her shopping experience was bad. Retailers can reach their customers via 

different digital marketing channels. 
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Digital marketing channels 

 

Retailers may find that communicating with their customers in digital marketing channels is rather 

different than doing it the traditional way. While most traditional mass media outlets provide 

audiences with scheduled content, digital media usually function as a gateway to a variety of 

information, entertainment content and communication tools. The digital marketing channel offers 

retailers the opportunity to target conversations with their customers, and to create better 

relationships with them. More so, retailers can measure how effective their marketing 

communication is in the digital channel.  

 

Drs Dave Chaffey and Fiona Ellis-Chadwick from The Open University in the UK have identified and 

described digital media channels such as affiliate marketing, e-mail, social and search engine 

marketing that retailers may use to attract visitors to their websites. 

 

Affiliate marketing - is a commission-based arrangement where referring sites receive a commission 

on sales or leads by retailers. It is an opportunity for retailers to become more ‘visible’ on the 

internet since each time a customer clicks on the link of your site, search engines may give their site 

a higher ranking. 

 

Opt-in-email marketing - is a valuable digital marketing tool for conveying short, simple messages 

that call for action on behalf of the recipient. It usually involves sending advertisements, to request 

business, or solicit sales and to build loyalty, trust, or brand awareness. 

 

Social media marketing - millions of people use social media to discuss, review, recommend, and 

give feedback about an organisation. As result, social networking sites such as Facebook have 

become one of the most popular and fastest-growing internet activities, and businesses find them 

useful for connecting with customers, contributing to customer learning and getting customer input.   

 

Search engine marketing - search engine marketing is an important digital marketing channel for 

acquiring customers because they use search engines such as Google, Yahoo, and Bing to find 

information on the internet. Search engine marketing can be ‘organic’ or ‘paid’. Organic search 

results are listings on search engine results pages that appear because of their relevance to the 

search terms, as opposed to their being advertisements. Organic search is free for retailers.  Paid 

search, by definition is not free for the retailer. The ranking that a retailer’s advertisement achieves 
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on a search engine result page depends on the bid price, the content of the advertisement, and 

quality score of the landing pages. 

 

Your business need to be found on the internet in order for you to communicate with your 

customers. 

 

Have you started adding Clicks to your Bricks? 

 

If your answer to the above question is ‘no’, then there is a real possibility that your retail shop is 

already losing business and could close down soon. Your customers have crossed the digital 

threshold a long time ago, and, if they can’t find your business online, they will stop buying from 

you. The choice of crossing the threshold remains yours… 

 


